Events 2022
V Centenary of the birth of
Eleonora of Toledo (1522-1562)

• The Medici Portraits
• Florence: the Path of the
Prince
• The Medici Villas
• The Barco Mediceo of the
Montalbano
• The Marshland Lake of
Fucecchio

ideazione: Patrizia Vezzosi
grafica: www.centrostuditecnici.it

• Leonardo and the Medici
family

The Medici Ways

INDOOR and OUTDOOR
l Progetto/Rete LE VIE DEI MEDICI è promosso dal Comune di
CERRETO GUIDI, condiviso da ITALIA NOSTRA, sostenuto da ANCI
e UNPLI Toscana, FEISCT, UNIFI-FORLILPSI, in collaborazione con
FONDAZIONE SISTEMA TOSCANA e TOSCANA PROMOZIONE TURISTICA
(Progetto Editoriale 2017) e con il patrocinio della Fondazione
Italia Patria della Belllezza

The mark left by the Medici is immense: in
addition to being advocates of artistic
creativity and tireless collectors, the Medici
promoted countless projects in the region,
which shared the same goal of representing
Medici power and magnificence.
By following these itineraries you will have
an original immersive experience in the
Renaissance, discovering an extraordinary
cultural heritage of which even today little
is known regarding its artistic, documentary,
and systemic value.

• The Medici Moats in
Livorno
• Portoferraio: the city of
Cosimo I
• The Medicean Fortresses
• Mines and Ironworks
• The Routes of the Oars
• Medici aqueducts and
fountains

Patrizia Vezzosi
Creator and Project Manager of the
Vie dei Medici Network

FLORENCE: THE PATH
OF THE PRINCE
Florence, capital of the Medici grand duchy,
is known as the ‘cradle of the Renaissance’.
Most of the Medici interventions are
concentrated here. The tour is an immersive
journey into the public and private life of
the Medici dynasty that dominated the
Renaissance: on a visit to the city centre,
among the palaces that symbolise the power
and magnificence of the Medici, with their
official halls and secret paths, you can also
discover curious signs such as Turtle with a
sail, Cosimo I’s most famous feat.

The Medici Portraits

UNESCO MEDICI
VILLAS AND GARDENS

The Medici portraits of the Aulica Series at
the Uffizi, such as those preserved in the
impressive Medici Villa of Cerreto Guidi
UNESCO 2013, represent an exceptional
testimony of the power and wealth of the
characters depicted, as well as the taste and
fashion of the time. With this itinerary it
will be like leafing through a family album:
you will experience the thrill of becoming
part of the dynasty.

The Medici Villas are considered the maximum
expression of Medici power and magnificence.
They still tell the Medici’s passion for art but
also for good food and court intrigues!
With this tour you will discover an
unparalleled heritage where architecture,
gardens, landscape come together in a model
of a noble residence that would be exported
throughout Europe.

HUNTING WITH THE
GRAND DUKES
The Medici magnificence is also expressed
through several hunting reserves that
were created ‘for the delight’ of the Grand
Dukes to complete suburban villas: in the
Renaissance hunting was a typical princely
expression with court ceremonial. With this
itinerary you will follow in the footsteps
of the monumental “Barco Mediceo” of
the Montalbano ring that links the four
UNESCO Medici Villas 2013.

for info and cultural insights:
vezzosi.beniculturali@gmail.com
Info and bookings:
...Da Vì Travels - Travel Agency
VINCI (FI) tel - 0571 56034 cel - 338 1226613
www.itinerarinelrinascimento.it
info@itinerarinelrinascimento.it

THE MARSHLAND
LAKE OF FUCECCHIO
In an area of extraordinary interest for its
nature and landscape, where Cosimo I used
to go on hunting trips, you will discover
the Medici farms and the majestic Villa di
Bellavista, once compared to the Royal Palace
of Caserta, which are evidence of great land
reclamation carried out by the successors of
Cosimo I .
A tour on foot, mountain bike or small boat:
an immersion in nature in contact with
marshland fauna and flora.

LEONARDO AND THE
MEDICI FAMILY

PORTOFERRAIO: THE
CITY OF COSIMO I

What unites Leonardo Da Vinci (1452-1519)
and Cosimo I de’ Medici (1519-1574), the first
Grand Duke of Tuscany, are the enchanting
places between Montalbano and Valdinievole
popular with Cosimo I and his court during
the hunting trips and with Leonardo as a
child whose atmospheres are reflected in the
pictorial works of the genius. Places where
you can immerse yourself with all five senses
through this truly emotional itinerary.

Do not miss the tour to Cosmopolis, today’s
Portoferraio, the capital of the Island of Elba
in the Tuscan Archipelago. The enchanting
summer holiday destination was founded
by Cosimo I for defensive, productive,
patrimonial purposes: to guarantee the naval
defense of the coast from pirate attacks and
to exploit the rich iron deposits present on
the Island of Elba after having acquired the
monopoly of the mineral.

MEDICEAN MOATS IN
LIVORNO
Livorno was a city of strategic importance,
becoming the port of the Medici Grand
Duchy, one of the most important emporiums
in the Mediterranean. The boat tour of the
Medicean moats is the most suggestive way
to learn about the history of the city. Even
today the most characteristic events, Effetto
Venezia and Gare Remiere, have their cultural
roots in the 17th century of the Medici.

for info and cultural insights:
vezzosi.beniculturali@gmail.com
Info and bookings:
...Da Vì Travels - Travel Agency
VINCI (FI) tel - 0571 56034 cel - 338 1226613
www.itinerarinelrinascimento.it
info@itinerarinelrinascimento.it

GRAND TOUR
MEDICEAN
FORTRESSES

The two fortified port cities of Livorno
and Portoferraio are part of an imposing
defensive system built by Cosimo I de ‘Medici
for the defense of the Grand Duchy: the
entire territory is considered a ‘war machine’.
With this itinerary you can discover one of
the most striking and evocative aspects of
the Medici intervention in Tuscany, which is
still little known today.

AQUEDUCTS AND
MEDICEE FOUNTAINS

MINES AND
IRONWORKS

The magnificence of the Medici is also
expressed through the use of water, in
the double value of utilitas and venustas,
guaranteeing the water supply through
fountains and spectacular arched aqueducts
such as those in Arezzo, Pisa and Pitigliano
which is starting point for an interesting
and little known Medicean itinerary
through the lands of the Tufo and the
Etruscans.

Tuscany is a region rich in mines and
quarries. The Medici exploited its excellent
economic potential. Famous are the salt pans
and alum mines of Volterra area, as well
as the marble quarries such as the “Medici
breccia di Seravezza”. The itinerary offers
exciting tour routes that wind through
mining tunnels and paths of historical,
geological, naturalistic interest, between
ancient villages and innovative iron
museums.

THE ROUTES
OF THE OARS
The Routes of the Oars were the paths used
to transport timber from the woods in the
mountains of Barga to the river Serchio.
From here, gathered in special rafts, the
timber was floated up to the Medici Arsenals
of Pisa where it was used to build the galleys
of the fleet of the Grand Duchy to defend
the coasts. The suggestive itinerary proposed
takes place in an uncontaminated landscape
following the paths of the C.A.I. (Italian
Alpine Club)

for info and cultural insights:
vezzosi.beniculturali@gmail.com
Info and bookings:
...Da Vì Travels - Travel Agency
VINCI (FI) tel - 0571 56034 cel - 338 1226613
www.itinerarinelrinascimento.it
info@itinerarinelrinascimento.it

